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\section*{A B S T R A C T}

We propose three strategies by which a professor of a university course can assign final letter grades taking into account the natural uncertainty in students' individual assignment and final numerical grades. The first strategy formalizes a common technique that identifies large gaps in the final numerical grades. For the second and third strategies, we introduce the notion of a borderline student, that is, a student who is close to, but below, the breakpoint for the next highest letter grade. Using mixed-integer linear programming and a tailor-made branch-and-bound algorithm, we choose the letter-grade breakpoints to minimize the number of borderline students. In particular, the second strategy treats the uncertainty implicitly and minimizes the number of borderline students, while the third strategy uses a robust-optimization approach to minimize the maximum number of borderline students that could occur based on an explicit uncertainty set. We compare the three strategies on realistic instances and identify overall trends as well as some interesting exceptions. While no strategy appears best in all cases, each can be computed in a reasonable amount of time for a moderately sized course. Moreover, they collectively provide the professor important insight into how uncertainty affects the assignment of final letter grades.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

\section*{1. Introduction}

In nearly all educational systems, student performance is measured using grades, which assess students’ mastery of the topics of instruction. In the American university system specifically, during a typical semester- or quarter-long course, a professor gives numerous assignments, each of which receives a numerical grade, say, on a scale from 0 to 100. At the end of the course, the professor uses a course-specific, student-independent weighting scheme to summarize each student’s assignment grades into a final numerical grade, which can also be calibrated on a scale from 0 to 100, for example. Finally, the student’s final numerical grade is converted to a final letter grade, usually one of A, B, C, D, or F. More finely grained letter grades are also common, e.g., A can be divided into A+, A, and A-. Traditionally, all students whose numerical final grade is 90 or above receive an A. Of those remaining, 80 or above are assigned a B, 70 or above are assigned a C, etc. However, professors often depart from this traditional conversion from numerical grades to letter grades. For example, a professor might decide that everyone achieving 89 or higher will receive an A.

In general, the process of grading students throughout a course—including assigning the final letter grade—is one of the most important duties of a professor. Not only does grading provide a way to gauge a student’s individual performance relative to course goals and to the performance of other students, the final letter grade becomes part of the student’s permanent university record, which can affect a student’s motivation for continuing at university as well as their education and career prospects later in life. It is thus not surprising that all parties involved (professors, students, universities, and indeed the society at large) have a great interest in accurate and meaningful grading.

Given that grading is fundamentally a human process, it is also not surprising that it is subject to considerable uncertainty, leaving professors and students with an important and persistent question: is a student’s final letter grade in the course accurate? By the nature of teaching and learning, we can never know with full confidence if a specific grade is accurate. However, as a practical matter, professors and students certainly consider grading uncertainty and its effects. For example: was a particular course assignment too easy or too difficult relative to others; does a particular assignment have a disparate impact on certain subgroups of students; if a course has multiple teaching assistants, do those assistants grade consistently; did a grader make an honest mistake when grading an assignment?
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In this paper, we study ways in which a professor for a given course can assign final letter grades taking into consideration the uncertainty that exists in the individual assignment grades. Specifically, we ask what breakpoints the professor should choose for the letter grades (e.g., the traditional breakpoints would be 90, 80, etc.) so that the final letter grades are not overly susceptible to uncertainty in the individual assignment grades.

In Section 2, we discuss two relatively simple techniques that implicitly deal with uncertainty. The first technique involves setting the breakpoints so that the numerical difference between the lowest A grade and highest B grade is maximized—and similarly for B relative to C, C relative to D, etc. We call this maximizing the gap. On the other hand, the second technique chooses the breakpoints so that the number of so-called borderline students, who are near—but below—the breakpoints, is minimized. While the first technique requires a simple calculation, the second requires the solution of a mixed-integer linear program Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988).

Then, in Section 3, we model uncertainty explicitly by adopting the robust-optimization paradigm (Ben-Tal, Ghaoui, & Nemirovski, 2009; Bertsimas, Brown, & Caramanis, 2011; Beyer & Sendhoff, 2007; Mulvey, Vanderbei, & Zenios, 1995) using an uncertainty set defined around the (nominal) individual assignment grades. Specifically, our robust approach aims to choose the breakpoints that minimize the worst-case (maximum) number of borderline students. As this problem is a highly non-convex optimization problem, we develop a tailor-made global branch-and-bound algorithm to optimize the breakpoints.

We note several important aspects of our approach. First, we take the point of view that the professor gives students the "benefit of the doubt," that is, we assume that uncertainty can only increase students' individual assignment grades. Indeed, it is the authors' personal experience that no student will accept consideration of scenarios based on lowering his/her nominal assignment grades. However, our approach can also easily be extended to allow students grades to be lowered by redefining the uncertainty set accordingly.

Second, assigning grades is fundamentally a discontinuous process, e.g., a final numerical grade greater than or equal to a breakpoint receives one letter grade, while a grade less than that breakpoint receives another. This discontinuity is reflected throughout the technical details of the paper. Third, in the two techniques mentioned above that involve the optimization of borderline student grades, we will observe that there are sometimes several optimal solutions. In those situations, we will break ties by using gap maximization as a secondary objective.

Section 4 presents our computational experience with the three strategies described in Sections 2–3. We use random instances that are built to mimic real course data without revealing actual student data, and we employ two realistic types of uncertainty sets. From these instances, we identify an overall trend that the optimal breakpoints provided by the first two strategies (which handle uncertainty implicitly) tend to behave similarly—and often are quite suboptimal—when judged against the objective of the third strategy (which handles uncertainty explicitly). In this sense, taking explicit account of uncertainty noticeably affects grading. In addition, we discuss some specific instances that are exceptions to the overall trend.

To the best of our knowledge, there is little to no literature on how professors can assign grades algorithmically taking into account uncertainty. There is, however, a vast literature on testing and assessment in the human-resources and psychological fields; see Bobko, Roth, and Nicewander (2005); Sackett, Schmitt, Ellingsson, and Kabin (2001); Schmidt (1995). Most studies that we encountered focused on the statistical implications of various straightforward selection rules. Thus, our paper appears to be unique in that it utilizes optimization for grade selection as well as the idea of robust (non-statistical) uncertainty.

2. Handling uncertainty implicitly

For m students who have each completed n assignments, the matrix $G \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$ contains the nominal grades $G_{ij}$ for each student-assignment pair $(i, j)$. Without loss of generality, each $G_{ij}$ is on a common scale; in particular, $G_{ij} \in [0, 100]$. Let $w \in \mathbb{R}^n$ contain the weights of each assignment; $w$ satisfies $w > 0$ and $\sum w = 1$, that is, the sum over all $w_j$ is 1. Then the vector of students' overall grades is $\bar{f} := Gw$, and each $f_i \in [0, 100]$. Finally, a grade in $\{A, B, C, D, F\}$ is assigned to each student based on parameters (or breakpoints) $a, b, c, and d$: a student gets an A if his/her grade is in the range $[a, 100]$. B if it is in the range $[b, a)$, and so on, with $F$ assigned for any grade below $d$.

In this paper, we focus on choosing $a$ and $b$; extensions to more breakpoints is straightforward. In other words, our decision variables are the scalar breakpoints $a$ and $b$, each of which will also be restricted to suitable bounds $[l_a, u_a]$ and $[l_b, u_b]$, respectively, with $l_a > u_a$.

2.1. Maximizing the gap

Suppose the nominal grades $\bar{G}$ and $\bar{f}$ are subject to uncertainty. For fixed $a$ and given student $i$, the closer $f_i$ is to $a$, the more likely the grade assigned to $i$ will be incorrect due to the uncertainty. Perhaps the student is assigned an $A$ when $B$ is actually the correct grade or vice versa. We take the point of view that the decision maker, e.g., the professor, wishes to avoid the situation in which students' final letter grades are underestimated, e.g., when $a = 90, \bar{f} = 89.9$, a $B$ is assigned, and yet due to uncertainty in $\bar{G}$ and $\bar{f}$, the student's true letter grade should be $A$. In essence, the assigned $B$ accidentally penalizes the student. In addition, it could lead to dissatisfaction and a complaint from that student, which the professor would like to avoid.

When choosing the value of $a$, an obvious strategy—without explicitly taking into account grade uncertainty—is to choose the value that maximizes the gap between a and the first student who receives a $B$, that is, to choose $a$ by solving

$$
\max_{a} \text{gap}(a) := \max_{i=1}^{m} \{a - f_i : f_i < a\}
$$

s.t. $l_a \leq a \leq u_a$.

Let $\text{gap}(a)$ denote the optimal solution of (4); we call this the max-gap solution with respect to $a$. (If there is more than one optimal solution, we take the largest one; see the next paragraph.) We can also similarly define $\max_{b} \text{gap}(b)$ and $b_{\text{gap}}$. Clearly, since $\bar{f}$ is fixed in this context, i.e., we are not explicitly taking into account uncertainty, and since $l_b > u_b$ by assumption, the calculation of $a_{\text{gap}}$, $b_{\text{gap}}$ is separable. Considered together, the overall maxgap value is the minimum of the two separate values, i.e., we define

$$
\max_{(a,b)} \text{gap} := \min(\max_{a} \text{gap}(a), \max_{b} \text{gap}(b)).
$$

It is in fact straightforward to calculate $a_{\text{gap}}$ and $b_{\text{gap}}$. It must happen that $\text{gap}(a)$ is maximized at some $f_i$ or at $u_a$. If not, it would be possible to increase $\text{gap}(a)$ by simply increasing $a$ and stopping at the next larger $f_i$ or at $u_a$ to maintain feasibility. More formally, for any interval $[l, u]$, let $\hat{f}(l, u) = \{f_i : f_i \in [l, u]\}$ denote the set of grades belonging to the interval $[l, u]$. Then:

**Proposition 1.** The optimal pair $(a_{\text{gap}}, b_{\text{gap}})$ satisfies $a_{\text{gap}} \in \hat{f}(l_a, u_a) \cup \{u_a\}$ and $b_{\text{gap}} \in \hat{f}(l_b, u_b) \cup \{l_b\}$.

This proposition implies that $(a_{\text{gap}}, b_{\text{gap}})$ can be calculated by simple enumeration, and this algorithm will be referred to as Max-Gap in Section 4. This simple selection rule has the clear advantage...
Indeed, in Vielma, Ahmed, and Nemhauser (2010) and Vielma, Keha, and Nemhauser (2008) it is shown that the epigraph of a lower semicontinuous function can be represented by a mixed integer programming problem for the purpose of minimization, but we will need both to maximize and minimize the number of pseudo-borderlines students (see Section 3), so we cannot apply this approach directly.

Because the borderline function \( L(a, \varphi) \) cannot be captured for our purposes with mixed-integer linear programming, we suggest a modified approach based on approximating the borderline concept as we discuss next.

### 2.3. Pseudo-borderlines

For a given pseudo-borderline tolerance \( 0 < \delta \ll \epsilon \), we define a continuous approximation of \( L(a, \varphi) \) called the pseudo-borderline indicator function:

\[
P(a, \varphi) := \begin{cases} 
0 & \varphi \leq a - \epsilon - \delta, \\
\delta^{-1}(\varphi - a + \epsilon + \delta) & \varphi \in [a - \epsilon - \delta, a - \epsilon)
\end{cases}
\]

see Fig. 2. Note that \( P(a, \varphi) \) is continuous, and it approximates \( L(a, \varphi) \) well for small \( \delta \). Hence the total number of borderlines will be approximated well by the total number of pseudo-borderlines, i.e.,

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} L(a, \hat{f}_i) \approx \sum_{i=1}^{m} P(a, \hat{f}_i).
\]

Note that we could define the other, closely related variants of \( P(a, \varphi) \) for approximating \( L(a, \varphi) \), e.g., one which minorizes \( L \) or one which majorizes \( L \).

As motivated in the prior subsection, we choose \( P(a, \varphi) \) instead of \( L(a, \varphi) \) because it can be represented using mixed-integer linear programming. Before describing this representation, we note that \( P(a, \varphi) \) can itself be written as the difference of two related functions. Define

\[
Q(a, \varphi) := \begin{cases} 
0 & \varphi \leq a - \delta, \\
\delta^{-1}(\varphi - a + \delta) & \varphi \in [a - \delta, a]
\end{cases}
\]

In words, \( Q(a, \varphi) \) essentially indicates whether \( \varphi \) exceeds \( a \). Since \( \varphi \) is borderline with respect to \( a \) if and only if it exceeds \( a - \epsilon \) but does not exceed \( a \), we have \( P(a, \varphi) = Q(a, \varphi + \epsilon) - Q(a, \varphi) \), and hence we would like to minimize

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} L(a, \hat{f}_i) \approx \sum_{i=1}^{m} P(a, \hat{f}_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} [Q(a, \hat{f}_i + \epsilon) - Q(a, \hat{f}_i)].
\]

From a modeling perspective, this representation is convenient because we can model the number of pseudo-borderlines using \( 2m \) building blocks each of the form \( Q(a, \varphi) \).
In particular, we will model the function $Q(a, \varphi)$ as a relationship in 3-dimensional space. Consider variables

$$a \in \{l_p, u_p\}, \quad \varphi \in \{l_p, u_p\}, \quad \alpha \in [0, 1],$$

where the general bounds $[l_p, u_p] \subseteq [0, 100]$ and $[l_p, u_p] \subseteq [0, 100]$ will be convenient for modeling purposes throughout the remainder of the paper. Then $Q(a, \varphi)$ can be expressed as the union of three 2-dimensional polyhedra in the variable triples $(a, \varphi, \alpha)$, each of which represents one piece of the piece-wise linear relationship defined by $Q(a, \varphi)$:

$$Q^1(l_a, u_a, l_p, u_p) := \{ (a, \varphi, \alpha) : a \in [l_a, u_a], \varphi \in [l_p, u_p], \alpha = 1 \},$$

$$Q^2(l_a, u_a, l_p, u_p) := \{ (a, \varphi, \alpha) : a \in [l_a, u_a], \varphi \in [l_p, u_p], a - \delta \leq \varphi \leq a, \alpha = \delta/(\alpha - a + \delta) \},$$

$$Q^3(l_a, u_a, l_p, u_p) := \{ (a, \varphi, \alpha) : a \in [l_a, u_a], \varphi \in [l_p, u_p], \alpha \leq a \leq \delta, \alpha = 1 \}.$$

With these definitions, the problem of minimizing the number of pseudo-borderline students with respect to $a$ becomes

$$\min_{a \in [l_a, u_a]} \sum_{i=1}^m p(a, \tilde{f}_i) = \sum_{i=1}^m \left( Q(a, \tilde{f}_i + \epsilon) - Q(a, \tilde{f}_i) \right) = \sum_{i=1}^m (\alpha^i - \alpha_i)$$

s.t. $(a, \tilde{f}_i, \alpha_i) \in \bigcup_{k=1}^3 Q^k(l_a, u_a, \tilde{f}_i, \tilde{f}_i) i = 1, \ldots, m$

$\alpha_i \leq \alpha \leq u_a.$

(3)

Note that the generic interval $[l_a, u_a]$ is a singleton, either $[\tilde{f}_i, \tilde{f}_i]$ or $[\tilde{f}_i + \epsilon, \tilde{f}_i + \epsilon]$, in each appearance of $Q^k(l_a, u_a, \tilde{f}_i, \tilde{f}_i)$ above. This forces each corresponding $\varphi$ to equal either $\tilde{f}_i$ or $\tilde{f}_i + \epsilon$, which is consistent with the fixed nominal data $\tilde{f}_i$. In Section 3, we will allow $[l_p, u_p]$ to have positive width, which will be consistent with the case that there is explicit uncertainty in the grades.

In problem (3), the constraints $(a, \varphi, \alpha) \in \bigcup_{k=1}^3 Q^k(l_a, u_a, \tilde{f}_i, \tilde{f}_i)$ can be modeled using a standard mixed-integer approach. For each $k = 1, 2, 3$, we introduce a quadruple $(a^k, \varphi^k, \alpha^k, t^k)$, which belongs to the homogenization of the polyhedron $Q^k$, where $t^k$ is the binary homogenization variable:

$$t^1 \in [0, 1], \quad \alpha^1 - \delta t^1 = a^1 - \delta t^1, \quad \alpha^1 = 0,$$

$$t^2 \in [0, 1], \quad \alpha^2 = \delta/(\alpha^2 - \delta t^2), \quad \alpha^2 = \delta t^2 = \alpha^2 - \delta t^2 = \varphi^2 \leq \varphi^2 t^2$$

$$t^3 \in [0, 1], \quad \alpha^3 = \delta/(\alpha^3 - \delta t^3), \quad \alpha^3 = \delta t^3 = \alpha^3 - \delta t^3 = \alpha^3 t^3.$$

We finally enforce $(a, \varphi, \alpha, 1) = \sum_{i=1}^3 (a^k, \varphi^k, \alpha^k, t^k)$ to ensure that $(a, \varphi, \alpha)$ is contained in exactly one of $Q^1$, $Q^2$, or $Q^3$. The resulting formulation of (3) contains $14m + 1$ continuous variables and $6m$ binary variables. Moreover, there are $8m$ linear equality constraints and $30m$ linear inequality constraints. A similar, separate problem can be defined for determining the optimal breakpoint $b$.

### 2.4. An algorithm to optimize pseudo-borderlines (and maxgap)

As discussed, problem (3) can be solved directly with a mixed-integer-programming solver. However, due to the fact that its objective function $\sum_{i=1}^m p(a, \tilde{f}_i)$ is integer valued for many values of $a$, it is likely that (3) has multiple optimal solutions. Indeed, we have observed this in practice. Hence, we have implemented a simple divide-and-conquer algorithm to maximize gap($a$) as a secondary objective.

Specifically, we first solve (3) to calculate the minimum value $P^*$ of pseudo-borderlines over the entire interval $l_a \leq a \leq u_a$. We then sub-divide the interval and calculate the minimum value $P^*$ on the sub-intervals as well. For each sub-interval, if $p^* > P^*$, then we discard that sub-interval since it clearly does not contain any optimal values of $a$. Otherwise, it must hold that $p^* = P^*$, and we have obtained an optimal $a^*$ in that sub-interval; we then divide that sub-interval even further. We continue this process of creating and discarding sub-intervals until each remaining sub-interval is below a certain user-specified width $\omega > 0$ and contains a verified optimal $a^*$. We then return the optimal $a^*$ among all optimal solutions having the maximum value of gap($a$).

A similar algorithm is used to calculate $b$. In Section 4, we will refer to this overall procedure to calculate $a$ and $b$ with minimum pseudo-borderlines (and good maxgap values) as the Basic algorithm.

### 2.5. An alternative: maximizing the average gap

We mention briefly another gap measure, which could be used as an alternative to MaxGap or Basic. In fact, this new measure is motivated as a balance between these two approaches, i.e., maximizing the gap and minimizing the number of pseudo-borderlines. With respect to $a$, define the maximum average gap to be

$$\text{maxavggap}_a := \max_a \text{avggap}(a) := \text{mean}_{a \in [l_a]} \{ a - \tilde{f}_i : \tilde{f}_i < a \}$$

s.t. $l_a \leq a \leq u_a.$

Letting $n(a) := |\{ i : \tilde{f}_i < a \}|$ denote the number of nominal grades below $a$, avggap($a$) expands to

$$\text{avggap}(a) = \frac{n(a)}{n(a)} \sum_{i \in [l_a]} (a - \tilde{f}_i) = a - \frac{1}{n(a)} \sum_{i \in [l_a]} \tilde{f}_i$$

$$= a - \text{avggrade}(a),$$

where avggrade($a$) is the mean of all nominal grades below $a$. This shows that, in essence, the maxavggap measure tries to find a balance between a higher value of $a$ (to increase the gap) and a lower mean value of the grades below $a$ (which is associated with fewer borderline students). The tradeoff is that, when $a$ is increased such that a new nominal grade $\tilde{f}_i$ is included in the calculation of avggrade($a$), then avggrade($a$) can increase as well.

We define maxavggap$_a$ similarly to maxavggap$_a$, and let (avggap, bavggap) denote the respective optimal solutions. The discussion of the previous paragraph can be made rigorous into the following proposition, which is an analog of Proposition 1:

### Proposition 2.

The optimal pair (avggap, bavggap) satisfies $a_{\text{avggap}} \in \tilde{F}(l_a, u_a) \cup \{u_a\}$ and $b_{\text{avggap}} \in \tilde{F}(l_a, u_a) \cup \{l_a\}$.

Therefore, just as with MaxGap, maximizing the average gap can also be accomplished by enumeration.

Although maximizing the average gap is an interesting alternative, we have decided to focus on treating MaxGap and Basic separately in this paper because we believe that the two objectives they represent are worthwhile to investigate separately, for example, as outlined in Section 2.4.

### 3. Handling uncertainty explicitly

#### 3.1. Minimizing the maximum boundaries

Recall that the matrix $\tilde{G}$ contains the nominal grades. We assume that, in reality, the grades matrix is subject to uncertainty, and we let $G \in \tilde{u} \leq [0, \infty]$ represent this uncertain matrix, where $\tilde{u}$
is a user-defined, compact uncertainty set. We assume that \( \mathcal{U} \) can be represented as a mixed-integer feasible set and that \( G \in \mathcal{U} \) satisfies \( G \supseteq \tilde{G} \), that is, the uncertainty can only increase the grades compared to their nominal values, which is consistent with a cautious modeler who does not wish to consider the possibility of decreasing student grades from their nominal values. Moreover, since \( \mathcal{U} \) is compact, we may pre-calculate, for each student \( i \), lower and upper bounds for \( f_i^L \) and \( f_i^U \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad f_i \quad \text{and} \quad \text{max} \quad \text{subject to:} \\
\text{subject to:} \quad & \begin{cases}
\sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i (u_i - u_i^a) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i (u_i^a - u_i) \\
\begin{cases}
\alpha_i = 0 & \quad \text{if } a \leq u_i^a \\
\beta_i = 0 & \quad \text{if } u_i^a < a < u_i \\
\end{cases}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

These bounds will prove useful in the formulation (7) below. First we introduce the problem on the domain \( \tilde{G} \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \max_{(a,b) \in \tilde{G} \cap \mathcal{U}} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i (u_i - u_i^a) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i (u_i^a - u_i) \\
\text{subject to:} & \begin{cases}
\sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i (u_i - u_i^a) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i (u_i^a - u_i) \\
\begin{cases}
\alpha_i = 0 & \quad \text{if } a \leq u_i^a \\
\beta_i = 0 & \quad \text{if } u_i^a < a < u_i \\
\end{cases}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that both \( G \) and \( f \) are variables in (6). Using the development of Section 2 and the similarities with (3), we can write (6) explicitly as

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \max_{(a,b) \in \tilde{G} \cap \mathcal{U}} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i (u_i - u_i^a) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i (u_i^a - u_i) \\
\text{subject to:} & \begin{cases}
\sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i (u_i - u_i^a) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i (u_i^a - u_i) \\
\begin{cases}
\alpha_i = 0 & \quad \text{if } a \leq u_i^a \\
\beta_i = 0 & \quad \text{if } u_i^a < a < u_i \\
\end{cases}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, during the course of the algorithm, if we detect a sub-rectangle \( \hat{X} \) in which its lower bound equals the current \( G \), then we know that every \( (a,b) \in \hat{X} \) achieves the \( \bar{G} \) and hence there is no reason to explore \( \hat{X} \). This situation occurs quite often in our experiments. On the other hand, every pair \( (a,b) \in X \) is a candidate optimal solution for (7). We save the pair which minimizes \maxgap(a,b) on \( \hat{X} \). This is similar to the tie-breaking used in maxgap discussed in Section 2.4.

The overall algorithm is referred to as Robust in the following section.

### 4. Computational results

To test the algorithms discussed in Sections 2 and 3, we experiment with realistic data from an actual course, but we do so in a manner that protects individual student privacy. Specifically, beginning with a real-world grade matrix from one of the first author’s courses, which had \( m = 41 \) students and \( n = 5 \) assignments, we calculated the empirical distribution for each of the assignments. We then simulated students in the course by sampling \( m \) sets of grades for the assignments independently, which provided a single nominal \( G \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \). We then repeated the same experiment to generate a total of 50 nominal matrices \( G \), which became the basis of our numerical experiments below. In particular, the original course data was not used to test the algorithms directly; it was simply the basis for randomly generating the test data. While clearly our approach only simulates the original course approximately—for example, we do not take into account correlations between the individual assignments—it is straightforward, is inspired by a real-world classroom, and protects student privacy.

We consider uncertainty sets \( \mathcal{U} \supseteq G \) that bound the norm of the nonnegative difference matrix \( G - \tilde{G} \). First, as a ground set, we allow each grade entry of \( G \) to increase up to 5 points above \( G \) without exceeding 100, that is, \( G \leq 100 \). Precisely, let \( E \) be the all-ones matrix, and define the matrix \( \tilde{G} := \min \{ G - SE : 100E \} \).

The inequalities \( \tilde{G} \leq G \leq \bar{G} \) define our ground set. Next, for a discrete choice \( k \in \{ 0, 1 \} \) and a continuous choice \( c \in [0, 1] \), we define the generic uncertainty set

\[
\mathcal{U}(k,c) := \{ \tilde{G} \leq G \leq \bar{G} : \| G - \tilde{G} \|_1 \leq c \}.
\]

Here, for a matrix \( M \geq 0 \), the 1-norm is defined \( \| M \|_1 := \sum_i M_{ij} \), and the 0-norm counts the number of positive entries, that is, \( \| M \|_0 := \# \{ i,j : M_{ij} > 0 \} \). In words, \( G \in \mathcal{U}(k,c) \) limits \( G \) to some
fraction $c$ of the full perturbation $\tilde{G}$ from $G$, where $c$ is measured relative to the $k$-norm. In particular, $\mathcal{U}(0, c)$ limits the fraction of entries of $G$ that are different from their counterparts in $\tilde{G}$. Note that $\mathcal{U}(1, c)$ has a polyhedral representation:

$$\mathcal{U}(1, c) := \left\{ \tilde{G} \leq G : \sum_{ij} (G_{ij} - \tilde{G}_{ij}) \leq c\|G - \tilde{G}\|_1 \right\}.$$  

Also, $\mathcal{U}(0, c)$ has the following mixed-integer formulation:

$$\mathcal{U}(0, c) := \left\{ \tilde{G} \leq G : \sum_{ij} (\tilde{G}_{ij} - G_{ij}) \leq c\|G - \tilde{G}\|_0 \right\},$$

where $\circ$ indicates component-wise multiplication.

Given the nominal grades $G$ and $f := Gw$, as well as a specific uncertainty set $\mathcal{U}$, we preprocess the data in order to detect any students that—for all feasible $a$ and for all grade realizations $G \in \mathcal{U}$—can never be pseudo-boundary with respect to $a$. Said differently, we determine all $i$ such that $P(a, f_i) = 0$ for all $a$ and all $G$, where $f := Gw$. For example, this might be a student whose nominal $f_i$ equals $w_i + 1$ and yet, even in the most extreme scenario, her grade cannot reach $t_i = \hat{y} - \delta$, i.e., she cannot be pseudo-boundary with respect to $a$. Then, since $P(a, f_i)$ is identically zero, we can simplify (6) and its implementation (7). To determine such students, for each $i$, we first compute the minimum and maximum values of $f_i$ over the uncertainty set according to (5). We then deduce $P(a, f_i) = 0$ for all $a$ and $G$ when either of the following conditions is met: $u_i < v_i < \delta$; or $v_i < u_i$. In the first case, student $i$ is guaranteed a $B$ letter grade, and in the second, she is guaranteed an $A$ letter grade. We do a similar preprocessing with respect to $b$. Note also that the constants $l_i$ and $u_i$ are required for the full specification of (7).

Sections 2 and 3 have introduced three methods for choosing the breakpoints $(a, b)$: (i) maximizing the gap with respect to the nominal $f$, a method we call MaxGap; (ii) minimizing the number of pseudo-boundaries with respect to the nominal $f$, called Basic; and (iii) minimizing the worst-case (maximum) number of pseudo-boundaries for uncertain $G \in \mathcal{U}$, called Robust. We run MaxGap, Basic, and Robust on the 50 instances described above separately for eight parameter combinations: $(\epsilon, k, c) \in \{0.5, 1.0\} \times \{0.1, 0.2\}$. Recall that $\epsilon > 0$ is the borderline tolerance chosen by the decision maker.

Furthermore, for all instances, we set the lower and upper bounds for $b$ to be $(l_b, u_b) := (78, 80)$; the bounds for $a$ are $(l_a, u_a) := (88, 90)$. We set the pseudo-boundary tolerance (discussed in Section 2.3) to $\delta = 0.001$ for all instances, and the width tolerance (see Section 3) equals $\omega = 0.09$ always. In addition, we use a tolerance 0.001 for judging whether two pseudo-boundary function values are equal within the branch-and-bound algorithm, i.e., for the purposes of fathoming.

We coded our branch-and-bound algorithm in Matlab R2016b with calls to Gurobi 6.5.1 for solving the mixed-integer subproblems. All runs were executed on a distributed cluster at the University of Iowa, but each run used only one processor/core running on CentOS 6.4 at 2.6 gigahertz and with access to 64 gigabytes of shared RAM. The run times for MaxGap and Basic were small, while the times for Robust broke into two distinct groups based on the norm parameter $k \in \{0, 1\}$ for the uncertainty set. For $k = 1$, the run times were log-normally distributed with parameters $(\mu, \sigma) = (2.70, 0.26)$ (base 10), and for $k = 0$, the run times were also log-normally distributed but with parameters $(\mu, \sigma) = (3.73, 0.42)$. This means, for example, that a typical run of Robust finished within no more than $10^{3.73} \approx 5370$ seconds.

Files and code for all three methods have been posted in an online repository; see the GitHub repository at https://github.com/sburer/grades. In particular, the algorithm MaxGap is provided as an easy-to-use Microsoft Excel file, and Basic can be solved by submitting to the online optimization system, NEOS, at https://neos-server.org/neos. Finally, full Matlab code is provided for Robust.

4.1. Overall trends

Since each method optimizes its own objective function, we compare the methods by examining how each method’s solution performs when plugged into the others’ objective functions. Specifically, we examine the sub-optimality (either relative or absolute) of one solution in another’s objective function. Figs. 3 and 4 are bubble plots depicting these comparisons; in each plot, the size of a bubble is proportional to the number of instances at those coordinates. For example, for $\epsilon = 0.5$, the left-most bubble plot of Fig. 3 depicts the sub-optimality (in percentage terms) of the solutions $(a, b)$ provided by MaxGap and Basic when those solutions are inserted into the objective function of Robust. Note that results in this bubble plot are aggregated over the four combinations $(k, c) \in \{0, 1\} \times \{0.1, 0.2\}$, which in particular means that each bubble plot corresponds to $200 = 4 \times 50$ instances.

In the left-most bubble plot of Fig. 3, we see that MaxGap and Basic are typically 5.3% sub-optimal with respect to Robust; perform the same as each other since all bubbles are positioned on the "y=x" line; and are most typically optimal for Robust as indicated by the largest bubble at the origin. The left-most bubble plot in Fig. 4 shows the same comparison except for $\epsilon = 1.0$. Even with this larger borderline tolerance, we see approximately the same average sub-optimality of Basic and MaxGap with respect to Robust, but there is now some variation in the results. In particular, Basic and MaxGap do not always perform the same, and they are not as often optimal for Robust. This different behavior between Figs. 3 and 4 is not surprising since one would expect the higher value of $\epsilon$ to result in more variation between the methods.

The center plots of Figs. 3 and 4 compare the relative sub-optimality of Basic and Robust with respect to MaxGap. Consistent with the previous paragraph, Basic performs the same as MaxGap when $\epsilon = 0.5$, and often the same as MaxGap when $\epsilon = 1.0$. On the other hand, Robust is on average 11.5% sub-optimal with respect to MaxGap when $\epsilon = 0.5$ and 14.6% sub-optimal when $\epsilon = 1.0$. Nevertheless, there are many individual cases when Robust is optimal for MaxGap, too.

Finally, the right-most bubble plots of Figs. 3 and 4 compare the performance of MaxGap and Robust with respect to Basic. In contrast to the first two pairs of bubble plots, we present absolute sub-optimality because the objective value of Basic is typically a small whole number, e.g., between 0 and 4, and we believe an absolute measure is easier to interpret in this case. Again consistent with the other bubble plots, we see that MaxGap and Basic behave similarly; whereas Robust and Basic are more different.

Overall, it emerges from Figs. 3 and 4 that Basic and MaxGap, which are both calculated quickly using only the nominal data, behave similarly in both the nominal and robust situations. Moreover, we can see that they perform fairly well in the robust case without explicitly taking into account robustness; their average sub-optimality with respect to Robust is no bigger than 6%, for example. On the other hand, in addition to its increased computational requirements, Robust suffers from larger sub-optimality with respect to both Basic and MaxGap.

4.2. Specific instances

It is also important to note that the trends just described are not uniform across all instances. For example, using a red bubble in each plot of Fig. 4, we highlight an instance for which Basic and Robust return the same solution. Table 1 reports the objective val-
Each method, \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) and \( (k, c) \in [0, 1] \times [0.1, 0.2] \).

Fig. 3. Bubble plots for \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) and \( (k, c) \in [0, 1] \times [0.1, 0.2] \).

Relative Suboptimality Compared to Robust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>MaxGap</th>
<th>Robust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3259</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxGap</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8680</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3259</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Objective values for the three methods for an instance represented by the red dot in Fig. 4. See also Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Worst-case grades for the solutions \((a, b)\) of the three methods for an instance represented by the red dots in Fig. 4. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Bubble plots for \( \epsilon = 1 \) and \( (k, c) \in [0, 1] \times [0.1, 0.2] \).

The worst-case realization of \( f = Gw \) over all \( G \). That is, given the method’s solution \((a, b)\), the plot shows the maximum number of pseudo-borderline students. The larger the bubble, the more students having the plotted grade \( f \). Additional information is shown in each plot for reference. The nominal grades are shown as blue dots, and the shaded rectangles in each plot represent the ranges for borderline students for \( a \) and \( b \), respectively. Each rectangle is width \( \epsilon = 1 \), and note that the right-most edge of the rectangles are precisely \( a \) and \( b \), which are marked by asterisks. Finally, in each plot, the two solid lines illustrate \( \text{gap}(a) \) and \( \text{gap}(b) \) by showing the distance between \( a \) and \( b \) and the first nominal grade to the left, respectively.

Finally, in Table 2 and Fig. 6, we examine an instance—indicated by the yellow dots in Fig. 4—for which MaxGap outperforms both Basic (relative to Robust) and Robust (relative to Basic).
5. Conclusions

In the paper, we have introduced three strategies for computing the breakpoints \((a, b)\) for assigning final letter grades. The first one (MaxGap) maximizes the distance between the breakpoint and the first nominal grade below it. The second (Basic) finds the optimal breakpoint with respect to the number of pseudo-borderline students in the nominal case. Finally, the third (Robust) minimizes the maximum number of pseudo-borderline students over the uncertainty set. Results on realistic instances show that the MaxGap and Basic strategies are quite robust themselves, even though there are some cases for which explicitly computing the robust solution is worthwhile. In general, the practical choice would be for a professor to consider the three alternative strategies in a particular course. This is viable since the computational times are not too high for a moderately sized course. It could also be useful to look at the worst case \(f\) as depicted in Figs. 5 and 6, to judge whether that particular \(f\) seems likely or not. If not, then the uncertainty set could be adjusted.

If computation times become a bottleneck, particularly for Robust, it may be possible to decrease the size of the mixed-integer representations (3) and (7) using an approach described in Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) for compact formulations of the union of polyhedra.

Clearly, the computational complexity ranges from extremely low for MaxGap to medium for Basic to high for Robust. In particular, if a class has a large number of students, Robust may become impractical. In addition, the implementation of Robust requires sophisticated knowledge of optimization techniques that the two simpler methods do not require. A faster, more user-friendly implementation of Robust could help with these issues, but in the meantime, MaxGap and Basic can be considered more accessible for the average user. On the other hand, in a situation with a lot of grade uncertainty—for example, when the professor has several teaching assistants who exhibit different grading judgments—Robust could be the method of choice to guard against that uncertainty.
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